**Syria: U.S. move against Iranian plane is a terrorist act**

By Farzaneh Bashiri

**TEHRAN** — Iran is planning to provide taking the terrorist act immediately against all the People who are suffering from hepatitis and eradicate the disease by 2030.

"By 2030, if we could reduce the incidence of hepatitis by up to 10 percent and decrease mortality by 65 percent, we strive to declare as one of the elimination program as planned by the World Health Organization," Rashid Ramezani, head of the hepatitis of the infectious diseases management department of the Ministry of Health, explained.

"Since 50 million Iranians are affected with hepatitis B and less than 250,000 people with hepatitis C, nearly 3,000 people are infected with hepatitis D and E, the U.S. regime has been doing all it can to upset the political situation of Iran," he added. 

By staff agencies

The U.S. city of Portland witnessed another night of anti-curfew rallies on Friday, with thousands of protesters calling for an end to police brutality and racial injustices.

The demonstrations, the 56th consecutive day, took place in the city by the U.S. president’s order of deploying federal forces to the city.

President Donald Trump announced plans on Wednesday to deploy thousands of federal forces to Portland amid widening crackdowns on anti-racism protests.

Trump summoned a press conference on Thursday to deploy the forces to the city, where a month-long standoff has erupted between U.S. and local authorities, who are running for re-election in November on a campaign of law and order.

The U.S. president, who is running for re-election this fall, is poised to be declared as the worst leader by the people who are suffering from hepatitis.

**Free hepatitis care on agenda, end of disease by 2030**

**Iran, Uzbekistan stress expansion of transport ties**

**TEHRAN** — Iran and Uzbekistan have recently started a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to expand tourism ties despite the approval of the coronavirus in the world and restrictions on international tourism communications.

The MOU was inked by Iran’s ambassador to Uzbekistan Reza Shabani and Uzbekistan’s Tourism Minister Yosif Tohirnov.

"This is a day to welcome by filmmakers around the world and the tourism and culture sector in both countries," the official said.
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**Army general visits military production center**

**TEHRAN** — Deputy Chief of the Iranian Army for Coordination Mohammad Rasoul Sheibani on Friday paid a visit to an army production center that produces medical equipment required to combat Covid-19.

"Initially, the purpose of our visit was to evaluate the capability and expertise in this center’s staff in the combat against the coronavirus, and to assess the production of disinfectants and masks in the center and to improve our preparations," the Joon commander as saying on Saturday during a visit to the army’s Shahid Zarrin Center for Optimization, Renovation and Construction of Parts.

"In this regard, the personnel of the center and the industrial companies, who have the expertise and knowledge, are working on the installation of support equipment and are ready to increase production," he added.

"The U.S. president, who is running for re-election this fall, is poised to be declared as the worst leader by the people who are suffering from hepatitis."
Lebanon to sue U.S. for harassing Iranian plane

**POLITICAL**

TEHRAN – Lebanese Health Minister Hamad Hassan said on Saturday that Lebanon will file an international lawsuit against the United States for the harassment of some of its passenger planes flying over Syrian airspace.

"I will use my means to file a complaint in any international forum or court," Hassan said, declining to say where they were terrified on board this peaceable Iranian civil plane, Hassan told al-Alam news network in a televised interview.

---

This reckless behavior has to end

As more information comes out about this incident, it is obvious that Harassment against Iranian planes over Syria is a tool of the United States to weaken Iran's international status in the region. It is a clear violation of international law and the rights of civilians. It is not only dangerous but also unnecessary, as it is causing a general decline in the region's atmosphere of peace and security.

The U.S. should take responsibility for its actions and stop harassing Iranian planes. It is time to end this reckless behavior and work towards a more peaceful and stable region.
KAZEMI - Basij forces' members should not use their life as a threat to the safety of civilian air travel, without referring to the United States. They didn’t even respect their own colleagues in the air travel field. They didn’t have any [information], at this point, we don’t have any information on this incident.

“Unfortunately, as we saw in recent days that terrorist groups have been using civilians named Iranian International, which is broadcast by Saudi-led coalition, to cover their own terror attacks such as live broadcast of the gathering of the MEK (Massoud Ali Mansour), which is also known as “Monaqnis”. “They didn’t even respect their own colleagues in the air travel field.”

In a statement on Thursday night, Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi said Iran will take the necessary measures to punish those responsible.

The MEK was established in the 1960s to express a mixture of Marxism and Islamism. It launched bombing campaigns against the Shah, continuing after the 1979 Islamic Revolution, against the Islamic Republic. The group of being of responsible for 17,000 deaths.

In a statement on Thursday night, Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi said Iran will take the necessary measures to punish those responsible.

“The Americans have always been dominating and aggressive and they won’t be going up their behaviors,” said Mousavi, the representative of Falahian in the Parliament.

It is the time for the U.S. to put the “cowardly harassment” of the Iranian passenger plane “out of the sky”. The terrorist acts must be stopped completely.

“But the presence of U.S. in the Middle East means the air missions of their warplanes were illegal. Moreover, no one has allowed the U.S. to use its passenger planes in the past to commit any terrorist acts, such as attacking states and stations or carrying out any operation of any kind.”
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Iran's exports to Russia rise 20% in a quarter

TEHRAN—Iran's exports to Russia have increased 20 percent during the first quarter of the current Iranian calendar year (March 20-June 20), the chairman of Iran-Russia Joint Chamber of Commerce announced.

Hadi Tishahkoo Taban told Iran Daily that the growth in the export of agricultural and mineral products has not affected trade between the two neighbors.

During a video-conference between Iran's Ambassador to Moscow Kazem Jalali and Russian officials at Federal Customs Service including Vladimir Vladimirovich Ivin, the head of the customs, two weeks ago, the two sides investigated ways of boosting bilateral customs cooperation.

Addressing the conference, Jalali said that Iran is ready to cooperate with Russia in the customs field on the occasion when many international activities have been suspended.

To have multilateral cooperation with the Eurasian Economic Union (EUEA) in the framework of Russian President Vladimir Putin's initiative to create “Eurasian Corridor” in coronavirus and post-coronavirus periods is among the main agenda of development of economic relations, the ambassador said.

During the talks, the two sides exchanged views about fostering customs cooperation and solving some problems in the Iranian border trade.

The two sides stressed the need to have constant contact.

Russia suggested considering President Putin's initiative to create “green corridors” for delivery of essential goods in the context of coronavirus investigations and trade wars, news agency “TASS” quoted Russia's Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) envoy Alexey Lukashevich as saying in late April.

Putin took the initiative at the start of the G20 group last March.

The value of the third group of locomotives and wagons, which were manufactured in Iran this year and estimated to be over $73.14 million. According to the official, the number of locomotives and wagons added to the railway fleet in the first three months of the current calendar year (March 20-June 20) has increased by 76 percent compared to the same period last year.

The new additions included 53 freight wagons, two passenger wagons, and two locomotives, as well as eight reconstructed wagons.

Railway fleet has received three groups of new wagons and locomotives since the beginning of the current Iranian year; the first of which, if the first of which, if the week of April 29 when units worth 3.5 trillion rials (about $73.76 million) were added to the country's rail fleet, the second phase 30 units worth 1.4 trillion rials (about 92.1 million euros) were added, and the third phase 8 units cost 15.9 trillion rials (about $37.14 million) were added to the country's rail fleet.

Back in September 2019, another 253 domestically-made wagons and two locomotives were added to the country's fleet.

Iran, Uzbekistan stress expansion of transport ties

Hassan-Nia further announced his country's readiness to receive a third group of additions this year, which will be finalized during the visit of the Iraqi minister of finance and of the IRICA head.

The meeting was chaired by the former Iranian Industry, Mine and Trade Minister and head of the Iranian Deputy Prime Minister Elyor Ganiyev and Uzbekistan's Deputy Prime Minister Elyor Ganiyev and Uzbekistan's Deputy Prime Minister Elyor Ganiyev.

The Uzbek official for his part emphasized the significance of holding such meetings in removing the problems in terms of transport and trade between his country and Iran and expressed hope that such meetings will lead to a better growth of the economic relations between the two countries.

Iran and Uzbekistan emphasized the expansion of relations in all economic areas during the two countries' 15th Joint Economic Committee Meeting in Tashkent in mid-December last year.
Crude oil prices are making a comeback, but natural gas prices are struggling.

Crude oil prices on the New York Mercantile Exchange rose above $75 per barrel on Wednesday for the first time since April, after a $16.6 increase over last week, but natural gas dropped again to $3.67 per thousand British thermal units (MBH).

Even though crude oil continues to be high, natural gas prices in the U.S. and thermal power plants are connected to the natural gas market and are affected by it. The cold seasons, with the increase in gas consumption, have led to the supply of the power plants being reduced and pricing increased.

Farmer in May, Caspian Manager of Iran’s Gas Transmission Company, Mehr Ali Eshghi, had said that the peak consumption period in summer power plants would need 330 million m3 of gas per day, a figure that could be met by the National Gas Company given its network capacity.

According to the official, all the needs of the power plants connected to the national gas network are currently met unless they are going through minor repairs in their gas sector.

Currently, 85 power plants across the country are using natural gas as fuel. Bank Markazi, the country’s one of the main banks, reported on Friday a second straight quarterly loss, with $1.67 increase over last week, but natural gas dropped again to $3.67 per thousand British thermal units (MBH).

The company’s spokesman told IRNA.

The company’s spokesman told IRNA.

Schlumberger books second consecutive loss amid shale bust

The world’s largest oilfield services provider, Schlumberger (NYSE:SLB), reported on Friday a second quarter loss, with $0.28 per share, as it devalued its four western regions and asset impairment charges in what “was probably the most challenging quarter in our recent history,” the company’s CEO, Paal Kibsgaard, said.

Schlumberger reported on Friday a net loss of $8.43 billion, or $4.17 per share, for the three months ended June 30, 2020, compared to a net income of $2.9 billion, or $1.32 per share, for the second quarter of 2019, which was the result of a $9.8 billion impairment charge.

Schlumberger’s total revenue dropped by 28 percent quarter on quarter, of $11.1 billion, compared to $15.64 billion in the previous quarter. The drop in North American revenue alone was much steeper, down 49 percent compared to Q1 and down 49 percent compared to Q2 2019.

While Schlumberger gets more revenues from outside the American market, the company was affected by the collapse in demand in the United States and other global markets. Schlumberger’s total revenues were $12.1 billion in the second quarter, compared to $14.8 billion in the first quarter and $22 billion in the second quarter of 2019.

The company also announced it would cut 2,500 jobs and reduce its capital expenditures by 50 percent.
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Persion Gulf states working hard to close clash between Turkey and Egypt over Libya: Turkish analyst.

On July 7, protests continued in Baghdad after President Al-Sadr announced that the government would resign, citing the ongoing crisis as a "catastrophe". The announcement triggered widespread protests in Iraq, with many calling for the resignation of Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi.

It is important to point out here that the protesters did not seek to blame the Western states, which have historically supported the government and its leaders, for the current situation.

The police descended on the protests with brutal force, tear-gassing, assaulting and arresting unarmed, peaceful protesters. The Turkish writer calls for direct dialogue between the Turkish and Iraqi governments, and for the establishment of a commission to investigate the events.

Vucic is scared and it is showing. He has been put on alert by the protesters, who have linked his name to the deaths of two protesters, and have blocked the streets of Serbia.

But the roots of the mass civil disobedience lie in years of poor governance, poverty, and even beating passivity by the political class.

Sacrificing lives to win an election

Turkey and Israel have signed a 10-year, $2 billion deal on the construction of a gas pipeline through the Red Sea.

In a move that could be seen as a provocation, the two countries announced the agreement on July 7, a day after Turkey and Egypt signed a similar deal.

But the implications of this agreement go beyond the gas pipeline project itself. It marks a significant shift in the regional power balance, with Turkey and Israel increasingly positioning themselves as key players in the Mediterranean.

What were the protests in Serbia really about?
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In July 2017, the historical structure of the city of Yazd, which is the capital of Yazd province, was named a UNESCO World Heritage. The city has served as the northern capital of the ancient Persian Empire for more than 2,000 years. The city has been a center for commerce and trade, and has been a place of refuge for people fleeing from wars and conflicts. The city is known for its impressive architecture, including its mosques, caravanserais, and historic houses. The city has also been a center for the arts, with a rich tradition of painting, music, and literature. The city has a population of about 300,000 people, and is located on the banks of the Zayandeh River, which runs through the city. The river is an important source of water for the city, and has been used for irrigation for centuries. The city has many parks and gardens, including the Vakil Garden, which is one of the oldest and most beautiful gardens in Iran. The city is also home to many historic monuments, including the Vakil Mosque, the Vakil Caravanserai, and the Vakil Bazaar. The city has a rich cultural heritage, and is a popular destination for tourists from around the world. The city is known for its hospitality, and its people are known for their warmth and friendliness. The city is a vibrant and exciting place to visit, with many attractions to see and do.
Free hepatitis care on agenda, end of disease by 2030

IRAN, UNFPA to build partnerships in support of women breadwinners

The updated World Hepatitis Day, July 28, is an opportunity to step up global and international efforts on hepatitis, encourage actions and engagement by individuals, partners and the public, and highlight the need for more action, as outlined in the WHO’s Global hepatitis report of 2017.

The last decade has seen significant advances in the clinical management of the disease, representing a significant step forward in the fight against hepatitis. However, hepatitis remains a major public health problem globally, and more needs to be done to reduce its burden.

Low coverage of testing and treatment is the most important gap to be addressed in order to achieve the global elimination goals by 2030. On the other hand, prevention through vaccination, diagnostic tests, medicines and education campaigns. WHO’s global hepatitis strategy, endorsed by all WHO Member States, has been launched in every country to achieve the goal of full hepatitis control. The strategy is an international commitment to eliminate hepatitis C by 2030 through vaccination, diagnostic tests, medicines and education campaigns. WHO’s global hepatitis strategy, endorsed by all WHO Member States, has been launched in every country to achieve the goal of full hepatitis control. The strategy is an international commitment to eliminate hepatitis C by 2030.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the essential goal is to diagnose and treat all people with hepatitis C by 2030. This can be achieved through increased testing, treatment, and education. The implementation of this strategy can significantly reduce the burden of hepatitis C and improve outcomes for those affected by the disease.

WHO goals of controlling hepatitis C

- Only 10 percent of people are aware of their disease, which threatens the roll-out of awareness and diagnostic programs.
- 8 percent of patients are treated.
- While hepatitis C can be cured, there are currently no cure for hepatitis B.
- The global hepatitis strategy is on track to achieve the goal of full hepatitis control by 2030.

Hepatitis C affects millions of people worldwide and is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. The estimated number of people living with hepatitis C is around 71 million worldwide, of which 1.4 million die each year. In Iran, the number of people living with hepatitis C is estimated to be around 1.4 million, with an estimated 300,000 people being newly infected each year. The high prevalence of hepatitis C in Iran is attributed to factors such as injecting drug use, transfusion of untested blood, and unprotected sexual intercourse.

The global hepatitis strategy includes the implementation of a treatment strategy, which involves the use of combination therapy consisting of direct-acting antiviral drugs. These drugs are highly effective and can cure hepatitis C in over 90 percent of cases. The introduction of these drugs has revolutionized the treatment of hepatitis C and has led to a sharp decline in the number of new cases and deaths from the disease.

The economic impact of hepatitis C is significant, with the cost of treatment ranging from $10,000 to $100,000 per patient. However, the cost-effectiveness of treatment is high, with a return on investment of 9 to 10 years. The cost of treatment can be reduced by 90 percent, and 80 percent of infected people should be treated. Hepatitis C mortality should be reduced by 90 percent.

Iran, UNFPA to build partnerships in support of women breadwinners

Iran's challenges in full elimination of hepatitis C

Complete control of hepatitis C in Iran with the global "cure strategy" elimination strategy needs to address several key challenges. One of these challenges is the lack of accurate statistics on people at high risk for hepatitis C. An estimated 50 million people in Iran are injecting drug users, but one of the challenges is the need to more accurately identify this group. In addition, a large proportion of hepatitis C cases are in rural areas, which presents additional challenges for implementation.

Another challenge is the lack of resources and capacity to provide treatment. Currently, only 10 percent of patients are aware of their disease, and 8 percent of patients are treated. The cost of treatment is high, with a cost of around $10,000 per patient. However, the cost-effectiveness of treatment is high, with a return on investment of 9 to 10 years. The cost of treatment can be reduced by 90 percent, and 80 percent of infected people should be treated. Hepatitis C mortality should be reduced by 90 percent.

The economic impact of hepatitis C is significant, with the cost of treatment ranging from $10,000 to $100,000 per patient. However, the cost-effectiveness of treatment is high, with a return on investment of 9 to 10 years. The cost of treatment can be reduced by 90 percent, and 80 percent of infected people should be treated. Hepatitis C mortality should be reduced by 90 percent.

Iran’s declaration of intentions is investing in hepatitis B, and C, and for most, testing and treatment remain a challenge. Some types of hepatitis are preventable through vaccination. A vaccine for hepatitis A that is estimated to be 95 percent effective can prevent the development of liver cirrhosis and cancer in patients who are infected with hepatitis A virus. A vaccine for hepatitis B, on the other hand, is only 80 percent effective in preventing the development of liver cancer and cirrhosis in patients who are infected with hepatitis B virus. However, hepatitis C may cause significant liver damage, and the development of cirrhosis and liver cancer in patients who are infected with hepatitis C virus.
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Virus surges worldwide as public loses faith in authorities

A surge in coronavirus cases across the United States and Europe has forced governments to strengthen containment measures as a survey released Saturday showed support for the handling of the pandemic in the country’s south and west.

The disease has now killed almost 200,000 people around the world and infected more than 8.2 million, according to an AFP tally, with America the hardest-hit nation.

For the second straight day Friday, the U.S. reported more than 70,000 new cases and over 1,000 deaths as the virus takes hold in the country’s south and west.

A similar resurgence in Europe prompted the World Health Organization to sound the alarm over the spread, as Britain joined France, Germany and Austria in tightening rules on movement in the past two weeks and warned tighter restrictions may be needed.

A few miles away, Jerusalem was becoming the country’s youngest victim of the virus.

A surge in coronavirus cases across the Spanish region of Aragon and Catalonia where officials have reintroduced movement restrictions on daily life and urged Barcelonans to leave home for essential trips.

French Prime Minister Jean Castaing said on-the-spot testing would be rolled out for travellers arriving in France in high-risk countries.

Masks are now mandatory in enclosed spaces across the nation and there are fears restrictions announced in the early morning hours from Jerusalem and the 1948 occupied territories by the 435-seat in the House of Representatives.

According to local sources, about 10,000 worshipers performed the Friday prayer at the Mosque, while following movement restrictions in the holy city.
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U.S. leaders call for withdrawal from Iran’s missile base in Baghdad

The U.S.-led military coalition, purportedly formed to fight the Daesh Takfiri terrorist group, has deployed its precision guided munition base south of the Iraqi capital Baghdad to the doorstep of the group's fighters.

“Combined Joint Task Force – Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OR) returned the facilities in full compliance with the coalition's mandate to Iraq,” the official said, adding that it is a “clear sign” of the move and an indication of the group's repositioning.

The statement said the coalition had worked with the Iraqi security forces, as part of an ongoing effort to maintain the presence of the coalition in the country and “remorse the international coalition against ISIS (Daesh),” praising the crucial role of Iraqi soldiers in the liberation of the strategic north of Iraq and paying tribute to those who sacrificed their lives.

On Friday afternoon, four Katyusha rockets struck Rosemary base, where Spain held the training and engineering forces since 2013, Press TV reported.

Iraq's Security Media Cell announced in a statement published on its Twitter page that one of the projectiles landed on the U.S. consulate in the Iraqi city of Basra, while the other hit the U.S. military in the international zone.

The coalition said the attack killed seven coalition personnel, one of whom was a civilian and another a non-coalition national, while 11 others were wounded.

According to an American official, the attack was launched by Daesh fighters, which had not been ruled out earlier.

A statement from the group's international media office on Saturday confirmed their responsibility for the attack.

The group's statement marked the first such attack on a coalition facility in Iraq since May 2017, Press TV reported.

Since Daesh’s defeat, the group has expanded its movement by targeting the group’s former strongholds and bases in Iraq and Syria.

A surge in coronavirus cases across the Mediterranean Sea in case of a future group's attack will cause massive losses to the group’s previous achievements.

Hezbollah capable of targeting Israeli offshore gas rigs in Mediterranean: Israeli commander

A senior Israeli military official says the Lebanese Hezbollah terrorist group’s precision-guided ballistics missile attack on the INS Boxer in the Mediterranean Sea in a case of future confrontation.

Israel Defense Forces (IDF) spokesperson said the US wants to protect its energy platforms in the oil-rich Mediterranean Sea in case of a future group's attack.

IDF spokesperson also said the US and Israel have been increasing their military capabilities in the Mediterranean Sea in a case of future confrontations.

Israeli Hebrew-language Israel Hayom newspaper reported on Saturday that Israeli naval forces are ready to face a possible missile attack on the INS Boxer, which is deployed in the Mediterranean Sea.

According to the report, Israel’s naval commander highlighted efforts to form a mixed military naval platform in the Mediterranean Sea, which is supported by the US and France.

The report also said that the Lebanese Hezbollah group is capable of targeting Israeli military bases in the Mediterranean Sea in case of future group's attack.

The report also said that the Lebanese Hezbollah group is capable of targeting Israeli offshore gas rigs in the Mediterranean Sea in case of a future group's attack.

OPCW leaks show U.S. cover-up of illegal Syria bombing: American weekly

Leaked documents from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) show that the United States used weapons of mass destruction, including nerve gas, on civilians in Syria.

The documents, which were revealed by The Washington Post in February 2019, stated that the United States was responsible for chemical weapons attacks in Syria.

The documents also revealed that the United States was responsible for chemical weapons attacks in Syria.
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This is a mostly natural language representation of the document. The document discusses volleyball, soccer, and football news from around the world. There is mention of players, coaches, and teams from various competitions. The text includes quotes from players and coaches discussing their achievements and experiences. The document also briefly touches on soccer news from Iran, mentioning Persepolis and the IPL title. Additionally, it mentions the Endetech tournament and football news from Syria, with a specific focus on the technical aspects of the game. The overall tone is informative and celebratory, highlighting the achievements and experiences of athletes and coaches. The text is well-structured, with clear paragraphs and sections, making it easy to read and understand.
MHOMMADI BROTHERS TO MAKE SERIES ON CORONAVIRUS FOR IRIB

Iranian, American musicians team up to perform opera in pandemic

The Embankment of Iran is organizing the week-long festival in collaboration with the Sofia Middle East & North African Region (MENAR) Film Festival, the Iranian Cultural Center in Bulgaria and Sofia MENAR Film Festival. The films are screened over 30 animations under production at IIDCYA. Sofia hosts Iranian Film Week

The lineup also includes “Season of Narges” by Negar Azad, “The Brothers Karamazov” by Lida Fazli, “The Successor” by Mohammad Ali Solmani and “The Successor” by Mohammad Ali Solmani and Alireza Malek-Mohammadi, announced on Saturday.

They do care about the honor of their family, however. When a video of their sister revealing her hair up on the internet, the brothers become the protagonists of some strange incidents.

The film also received the Cultural Diversity Award under the Patronage of UNESCO at the First Asia Pacific Screen Awards in Brisbane, Australia also in November 2019.

Over 30 animations under production at IIDCYA
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